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Abstract. In this paper, by using umbral calculus and umbral algebra methods, we derive several
interesting identities and relations related to the modified and unification of the Bernoulli, Euler
and Genocchi polynomials and numbers and the generalized (ˇ-) Stirling numbers of the second
kind. We also give some applications and remarks related to these numbers and polynomials.
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1. INTRODUCTION, DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
As usual, let N, Z, Q, R, RC and C denote the sets of positive integers, in-
tegers, rational numbers, real numbers, positive real numbers and complex numbers,
respectively, and N0 WD N[ f0g. Assume that log´ denotes the principal branch
of the multi-valued function log´ with the imaginary part =.log´/ constrained by
  < =.log´/ <  . Denote the falling factorial by .n/k D n.n  1/   .n  kC 1/
(k  1) with .n/0 D 1.
The unification of the Bernoulli, Euler and Genocchi polynomials is defined by
Ozden [17]:
gˇ .x; t Ik;a; l/ WD 2
1 ktketx
ˇlet  al D
1X
nD0
Yn;ˇ .xIk;a; l/ t
n
nŠ
: (1.1)
If ˇ D a then jt j< 2 , and if ˇ ¤ a, k 2N0 and a; l 2Cnf0g then jt j< l log

ˇ
a

.
Remark 1. Note that Equation (1.1) with x D 1 is reduced to the generating func-
tions for the unification of the Bernoulli, Euler and Genocchi numbers.
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Remark 2. Using the special values of a; l;k and ˇ in (1.1), the polynomials
Yn;ˇ .xIk;a; l/ provide us a generalization and unification of the Apostol-Bernoulli
polynomials, Apostol-Euler polynomials and Apostol-Genocchi polynomials, given
by
Bn.x;ˇ/D Yn;ˇ .xI1;1;1/;
En.x;ˇ/D Yn;ˇ .xI0; 1;1/
and
Gn.x;ˇ/D Yn;ˇ .xI1; 1;1/;
respectively. Moreover, for the classical Bernoulli polynomials Bn.x/, the classical
Euler polynomials En.x/ and the classical Genocchi polynomials Gn.x/, given by
Bn.x/DBn.x;1/;
En.x/D En.x;1/
and
Gn.x/D Gn.x;1/;
respectively. Substituting x D 0 into these polynomials, one also has the classical
Bernoulli numbers Bn, the classical Euler numbers En and the classical Genocchi
numbers Gn, given by
Bn D Bn.0/;
En DEn.0/;
and
Gn DGn.0/;
respectively. In [9], Bernoulli polynomial can be expressed as an affine combination
of the polynomials .x 1/n, .x 2/n, : : : , .x k 1/n. In [25], generating functions
for some families of Genocchi type polynomials were constructed. In [8], a fur-
ther investigation for the Apostol-Bernoulli polynomials and the Apostol-Genocchi
polynomials was presented. In [7], some new formulas for such a kind of sums of
the products of an arbitrary number of the Apostol-Bernoulli, Euler, and Genocchi
polynomials were established by making use of the generating function methods and
summation transform techniques. See [1]-[26] and the references therein.
In [15], Ozden and Simsek modified the polynomials Yn;ˇ .xIk;a; l/ as follows:
f .t Ik;a;b;ˇ/D
 
tk21 k
ˇbt  at
!v
bxt D
1X
nD0
Y
.v/
n;ˇ
.x;k;a;b/
tn
nŠ
; (1.2)
where the polynomials Y .v/
n;ˇ
.x;k;a;b/ are called modification and unification of the
Apostol-type polynomials of order v. One easily sees that
Y
.v/
n;ˇ
.0;k;a;b/D Y .v/
n;ˇ
.k;a;b/;
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which denotes modification and unification of the Apostol-type numbers of order v,
and
Y
.v/
n;ˇ
.xIk;1;1/D Y .v/
n;ˇ
.x;k;1;e/
which denotes Apostol-type polynomials (See [16, 17]). In [11], several symmetry
identities for generalized Apostol type polynomials were proved by using their gen-
erating functions.
Ozden and Simsek [15] gave an explicit formula for the polynomials
Y
.v/
n;ˇ
.x;k;a;b/ as
Y
.v/
n;ˇ
.x;k;a;b/D
nX
jD0
 
n
j
!
xn j .x lnb/n j Y .v/
j;ˇ
.k;a;b/:
and also gave the recurrence relation for the numbers Yˇ .k;a;b/ as
ˇ
 
Yˇ .k;a;b/C lnb
n   Yˇ .k;a;b/C lnan D  21 kkŠ nD k;0 n¤ k;
where
 
Yˇ .k;a;b/
m is replaced by Ym;ˇ .k;a;b/.
Remark 3. Ym;ˇ .k;a;b/ is a generalization of the classical Bernoulli, Euler and
Genocchi numbers. If we substitute k D a D ˇ D v D 1 and b D e into (1.2), we
have
Y
.1/
n;1 .1;1;e/D Bn:
If we substitute k D 0, aD v D 1, ˇ D 1 and b D e into (1.2), we have
Y
.1/
n; 1.0;1;e/D En:
If we substitute k D aD v D 1, ˇ D 1 and b D e into (1.2), we have
Y
.v/
n; 1.1;1;e/D 
1
2
Gn:
The generalized ˇ-Stirling type numbers of the second kind are given by the fol-
lowing definition:
Definition 1 (see [21]). Let a, b 2 RC with a ¤ b, ˇ 2 C and v 2 N0. The
generalized Stirling numbers of the second kind S.n;vIa;bIˇ/ are defined by the
generating function
fS;v.t Ia;bIˇ/D
 
ˇbt  atv
vŠ
D
1X
nD0
S.n;vIa;bIˇ/t
n
nŠ
: (1.3)
Substituting a D 1 and b D e into (1.3), we have the ˇ-Stirling numbers of the
second kind
S.n;vI1;eIˇ/D S.n;vIˇ/
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(See [13, 23, 24]). If ˇ D 1, then we get the classical Stirling numbers of the second
kind by
S.n;vI1/D S.n;v/
(See [1]-[26]).
We have the following theorem in [22].
Theorem 1. We have
S.n;vIa;bIˇ/D 1
vŠ
vX
jD0
. 1/j

v
j

ˇv j .j lnaC .v j / lnb/n (1.4)
and
S.n;vIa;bIˇ/D 1
vŠ
vX
jD0
. 1/v j

v
j

ˇj .j lnbC .v j / lna/n : (1.5)
Remark 4. Note that by setting aD 1 and b D e in the identity (1.4), we have
S.n;vIˇ/D 1
vŠ
vX
jD0

v
j

ˇv j . 1/j .v j /n :
This relation has been studied by Srivastava [23] and Luo [13]. If ˇ D 1, then this
relation is further reduced to
S.n;v/D 1
vŠ
vX
jD0

v
j

. 1/j .v j /n
(see [1]-[26]).
Definition 2 ([22]). Let a, b 2RC with a¤ b, x 2R, ˇ 2C and v 2N0. The gen-
eralized array type polynomials Snv .xIa;bIˇ/ are defined by means of the following
generating function:
gv.x; t Ia;bIˇ/D 1
vŠ
 
ˇbt  atv bxt D 1X
nD0
Snv .xIa;bIˇ/
tn
nŠ
: (1.6)
By using (1.6), we have
Snv .xIa;bIˇ/D
1
vŠ
vX
jD0
. 1/v j

v
j

ˇj

ln

av j bxCj
n
(1.7)
(see [22]).
Note that the polynomials Snv .xIa;bIˇ/ are called the generalized -array type
polynomials.
Substituting x D 0 into (1.7), we get (1.5) by
Snv .0Ia;bIˇ/D S.n;vIa;bIˇ/:
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Setting aD ˇ D 1 and b D e in (1.7), we have
Snv .x/D
1
vŠ
vX
jD0
. 1/v j

v
j

.xCj /n ;
which is a result in Chang and Ha [2, Eq.(3.1)] and Simsek [21]. It is easy to see that
S00 .x/D Snn .x/D 1, Sn0 .x/D xn, and for v > n, Snv .x/D 0 (see [2, Eq.(3.1)]).
Theorem 2 ([22]). We have
Snv .xIa;bI/D
nX
jD0

n
j

S.j;vIa;bI/ lnbxn j : (1.8)
The theory of the umbral calculus and the umbral algebra has been applied and ex-
panded by many authors. By using the action of a linear functional on a polynomial
Sheffer sequences and Appell sequences, one can obtain many properties of vari-
ous polynomials. In [4] by using methods of umbral calculus and algebraic nature,
some progress in the theory of generating functions involving harmonic numbers
were made. In [18] by investigating some umbral-calculus generalizations of the ad-
dition formulas, several addition formulas for a general class of Appell sequences are
given, involving the generalized Bernoulli, Euler, Genocchi and Srivastava polynomi-
als. In [26] umbral calculus presentations of the Chan-Chyan-Srivastava polynomials
and of their substantially more general form, the Erkus¸-Srivastava polynomials were
investigated.
In this paper, by using umbral calculus and umbral algebra methods, we derive
several interesting identities and relations related to the modified and unification of
the Bernoulli, Euler and Genocchi polynomials and numbers and the generalized (ˇ-
) Stirling numbers of the second kind. We also give some applications and remarks
related to these numbers and polynomials.
Some results in this paper are extracted from the preprint [20], and the conference
proceeding and survey can be seen in [10].
2. IDENTITIES ON UMBRAL CALCULUS AND UMBRAL ALGEBRA
In this section, we give several relations between the modification and unification
of the Apostol-type polynomials of order v and the Stirling numbers of the second
kind.
We need some identities of the umbral algebra and calculus. The following for-
mulas and notations are given in work of Roman [19].
LetP be the algebra of polynomials in the single variable x over the complex num-
ber field. Let P  be the vector space of all linear functionals on P . Let hL j p.x/i be
the action of a linear functional L on a polynomial p.x/. Let F denote the algebra
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of formal power series
f .t/D
1X
kD0
a
k
kŠ
tk : (2.1)
Let f 2 F define a linear functional on P and for all k 2N0,
ak D
D
f .t/ j xk
E
: (2.2)
The order o.f .t// of a power series f .t/ is the smallest integer k for which the
coefficient of tk does not vanish. A series f .t/ for which o.f .t// D 1 is called a
delta series. And a series f .t/ for which o.f .t//D 0 is called an invertible series.
Let f .t/, g.t/ be in F . Then we have
hf .t/g.t/ j p .x/i D hf .t/ j g.t/p .x/i : (2.3)
For all p .x/ in P , we have ˝
eyt j p .x/˛D p .y/ (2.4)
and
eytp .x/D p .xCy/ : (2.5)
The Sheffer polynomials are defined by the generating function
1X
kD0
sk .x/
kŠ
tk D 1
g.t/
ext : (2.6)
(see [19, Theorem 2.3.4]).
Theorem 3 ([19, Theorem 2.3.6]). Let f .t/ be a delta series and let g .t/ be an
invertible series. Then there exist a unique sequence sn .x/ of polynomials satisfying
the orthogonality condition D
g.t/f .t/k j sn.x/
E
D nŠın;k (2.7)
for all n;k 2N0.
Let
sn .x/D g.t/ 1xn (2.8)
with the derivative formula
tsn .x/D nsn 1 .x/ : (2.9)
We can obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 1. For n 2N0, we have
Y
.v/
n;ˇ
.xIk;a;b/D
 
21 ktk
ˇbt  at
!v
.lnb/nxn:
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Proof. By (1.2)
1X
nD0
Y
.v/
n;ˇ
.x;k;a;b/
tn
nŠ
D
 
tk21 k
ˇbt  at
!v
ext lnb
D
 
tk21 k
ˇbt  at
!v 1X
nD0
.x lnb/n
tn
nŠ
:
Applying (2.2) with (2.1) to both sides of this equation, we get the result. 
Lemma 2. For n 2N0, we haveD
.ˇbt  at /j j Yn;ˇ .xIk;a;b/
E
D
jX
mD0
 
j
m
!
. 1/j mˇmYn;ˇ .m lnbC .j  m/ lna;k;a;b/:
Proof. D
.ˇbt  at /j j Yn;ˇ .xIk;a;b/
E
D
*
jX
mD0
. 1/j m
 
j
m
!
ˇmet.m lnbC.j m/ lna/ j Yn;ˇ .xIk;a;b/
+
D
jX
mD0
. 1/j m
 
j
m
!
ˇm
D
et.m lnbC.j m/ lna/ j Yn;ˇ .xIk;a;b/
E
:
Substituting Equation (2.4) into the above equation, we get the desired result. 
Remark 5. We see thatD
.ˇbt  1/j j Yn;ˇ .xIk;1;b/
E
D
D
.ˇet  1/j j Yn;ˇ .x;k;1;1/
E
([6, Lemma 2. Eq.(3.1)]).
Lemma 3. We have
vnS .n; l/D 1
lŠ
D 
evt  1l j xnE ;
where S .n; l/ are the Stirling numbers of the second kind.
Proof. Since
1
lŠ
 
evt  1l D 1X
jD0
vnS .n; l/
tn
nŠ
;
by using (2.1) and (2.2), we get the desired result. 
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Remark 6. Substituting v D 1 into Lemma 3, we have
S .n; l/D 1
lŠ
D 
et  1l j xnE
([19, p.59]).
Theorem 4. We have
jX
mD0
 
j
m
!
. 1/j mˇmYn;ˇ .m lnbC .j  m/ lna;k;a;b/
D 21 k.lnb/nˇj 1kŠ
 
n
k
!
j 1X
lD0
lŠ
 
j  1
l
!
1  1
ˇ
j l 1

n kX
vD0
 
n k
v
!
..j  1/ lna/n k v

ln
b
a
v
S .v; l/ :
Proof. By Lemma 1, we getD
.ˇbt  at /j j Yn;ˇ .xIk;a;b/
E
D
*
.ˇbt  at /j j 2
1 ktk
ˇbt  at .lnb/
nxn
+
:
Substituting (2.3) and (2.9) into this equation and applying Lemma 2, we getD
.ˇbt  at /j j Yn;ˇ .xIk;a;b/
E
D 21 k.lnb/n
*
.ˇbt  at /j 1 j kŠ
 
n
k
!
xn k
+
:
After some elementary calculations in this equation, we obtainD
.ˇbt  at /j j Yn;ˇ .xIk;a;b/
E
D 21 k.lnb/nkŠ
 
n
k
!
ˇj 1
j 1X
lD0
 
j  1
l
!
1  1
ˇ
j l 1
et..j 1/ lna/


et.ln
b
a / 1
l j xn k :
By applying Lemma 3 with (2.3) in this equation, we obtain the desired result. 
Remark 7. Substituting aD 1 and bD e into the identity in Theorem 4, we get the
work of Dere et al. [6, Theorem 3, Corollary 2]
jX
mD0
 
j
m
!
. 1/j mˇmYn;ˇ .mIk;1;1/
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D ˇ
j 1
2k 1
kŠ
 
n
k
!
j 1X
lD0
.j  1/Š
.j   l  1/Š

1  1
ˇ
j l 1
S .n k; l/ :
Remark 8. By setting ˇD kD aD 1 and bD e in Theorem 4, we get the following
well-known result in [19, P. 94]:D
.et  1/j j Bn.x/
E
D n.j  1/ŠS .n 1;j  1/
or
jX
mD0
 
j
m
!
. 1/j mBn.m/D n.j  1/ŠS .n 1;j  1/ :
Substituting a D 1, k D 0, ˇ D  1 and b D e into the identity in Theorem 4, we
get the following:
Corollary 1.
jX
mD0
 
j
m
!
En.m/D
j 1X
lD0
 
j   l
l
!
2j l lŠS .n; l/ :
Substituting aD 1, kD 1, ˇD 1 and bD e into Theorem 4, we get the following
results:
Corollary 2.
jX
mD0
 
j
m
!
Gn.m/D n
j 1X
lD0
 
j   l
l
!
2j l 2lŠS .n 1; l/ :
Corollary 3. D
.et C1/j jGn.x/
E
D
jX
mD0
 
j
m
!
Gn.m/:
Proof. In the work of Dere et al. [6, p. 3255 ], it is proved thatD
.et  1/j j yn; 1.x;1; 1;e/
E
D
D
.et C1/j jGn.x/
E
D n
j 1X
lD0
 
j   l
l
!
2j l lŠS .n 1; l/ :
Combining this equation with Corollary 2, we have the desired result. 
Theorem 5. (Recurrence relation) For v  2, we have
ˇY
.v/
n;ˇ
.xC lnbIk;a;b/D Y .v/
n;ˇ
.xC lnaIk;a;b/
C21 k.n/k.lnb/kY .v 1/n k;ˇ .xIk;a;b/:
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Proof. By using Lemma 1, we get
.ˇbt  at /Y .v/
n;ˇ
.xIk;a;b/D 21 k.n/k.lnb/kY .v 1/n k;ˇ .xIk;a;b/: (2.10)
By using (2.5), we obtain
.ˇbt  at /Y .v/
n;ˇ
.xIk;a;b/D ˇY .v/
n;ˇ
.xC lnbIk;a;b/ Y .v/
n;ˇ
.xC lnaIk;a;b/: (2.11)
By combining (2.10) and (2.11), we get the desired result. 
Remark 9. If we set aD 1 and b D e in Theorem 5, we obtain
ˇY
.v/
n;ˇ
.xC1Ik;1;1/D Y.v/
n;ˇ
.xIk;1;1/C21 k.n/kY.v 1/n k;ˇ .xIk;1;1/
([6, Theorem 6]).
Remark 10. By substituting a D 1, k D 0, b D e and ˇ D  1 into the identity in
Theorem 5, we get the recurrence relations for the Euler polynomials of higher-order:
E.v/n .xC1/D E.v/n .x/C2E.v 1/n .x/ .v  2; n 2N/
([6], [19, p.103]).
Remark 11. By substituting a D k D 1, b D e and ˇ D  1 into the identity in
Theorem 5, we have the recurrence relation for the Genocchi polynomials of higher-
order:
.et C1/G.v/n .xC1/D 2nG.v 1/n 1 .x/ .v  2; n 2N/
([5, Theorem7]).
Remark 12. By substituting a D k D 1, b D e and ˇ D 1 into the identity in
Theorem 5, we have the recurrence relation for the Bernoulli polynomials of higher-
order:
B.v/n .xC1/D B.v/n .x/CnB.v 1/n 1 .x/ .v  2; n 2N/
([6] and [19, Eq.(4.2.6)]).
By using Lemma 1 with (2.10), for v D 1, we get the following theorem, which is
very useful in the theory of the Diophantine equation:
Theorem 6. For n;k 2N0 with n k, we have 
ˇbt  atYn;ˇ .xIk;a;b/D 21 k.n/k.lnb/kxn k : (2.12)
Remark 13. Substituting aD 1 and b D e into (2.12), we have
ˇYn;ˇ .xC1Ik;1;e/ Yn;ˇ .xIk;1;e/D 21 k.n/kxn k
([14]). By substituting aD k D 1, b D e and ˇ D 1 into (2.12), we have
Bn.xC1/ Bn.x/D nxn 1
([14], [19, p.95], [24]). By substituting aD 1, k D 0, b D e and ˇ D 1 into (2.12),
we have
En.xC1/CEn.x/D 2xn
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([14], [19, p. 95], [24]). By substituting a D k D 1, b D e and ˇ D  1 into (2.12),
we have
Gn.xC1/CGn.x/D 2nxn
([5, Corollary 1], [14]).
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